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Armed 24/7; A Discussion 

 

 

 

INTERNAL AFFAIRS RESEARCH PROJECT SUBMISSION 

SUBMITTED BY:  Richard, Fort Worth 

 

Q: Should an officer carry a pistol whenever possible, and should it be a requirement? 

Should a police officer carry a pistol at all times?  Within the United States and her territories, there are many 

governmental agencies with law enforcement duties.  Each Tribe and State also has a plethora of enforcement 

activities.  The local governments within each State only add to the numbers exponentially.  For each of these 

activities there could be an answer that differs greatly from the enforcement agency just next door.  Within 

this paper, the discussion will center on the police department for the City of Fort Worth, Texas.  As such, its 

provisions may or may not apply to enforcement activities at points beyond. 

The Fort Worth Police Department is a full time police force of over 1500 commissioned officers.  The 

department has responsibility as a first response, emergency agency within its municipal limits.  The officers 

are commissioned as Texas Peace Officers and as such, exercise full arrest powers within the State of Texas 

(Tex. CCP §2.12).  There is no adjustment to their major arrest powers as a result of them being either on or 

off duty anywhere within Texas (Tex. CCP §14.03); the State recognizes them as a peace officer 24/7.  The act 

of a Texas Peace Officer carrying a weapon—pepper-spray, Taser, baton, or any other, but assumedly a 

pistol—is established as lawful behavior (Tex. Penal Code §46.15) (LEOSA 2004).  There is no question that an 

officer can carry a pistol in Texas.   

The two-fold question seems simple; should an officer carry a pistol whenever possible, and should it be a 

requirement? 

The answer to the first part of the question is “yes.”  An officer should carry a firearm on their person at all 

times.  This is not for the purpose of off-duty policing, but as an insurance against the very rare and very worst 

case of scenarios.  In this town, these scenarios are summed up in one phrase: Wedgewood Baptist Church.  

The first officer on scene was an off-duty officer who lived directly across the street; gun in one hand, a radio 

in the other, and in a pair of shorts with a uniform shirt from the laundry thrown on as an after-thought. 

Off-duty policing can be defined as involving oneself in policing issues that are not an immediate, violent, 

deadly force confrontation.  Off-duty policing is a question of time, place, persons present—and especially the 

officer’s family’s presence—as well as the equipment, training, and chance of timely back-up one has at hand.  
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Stepping off into misdemeanor assaults, thefts, and most robberies as an off-duty officer is easily labeled as an 

unnecessary risk.  The off-duty officer needs to seriously consider being a highly proficient witness in most 

cases; especially when these cases require something other than deadly force to resolve.  To avoid situations 

wherein an officer may get involved in something better witnessed and reported from afar, scenario based 

training and policy guidance should be established (Weinblatt). 

Requiring an officer to carry a weapon while off-duty seems to be less clear.  A blanket policy requiring an 

officer to carry raises questions of expectations of a duty to act while “off-duty.”  Such a policy may require 

overly strict guidelines concerning when and where to act and when not; complicating decision making cycles 

and possibly opening an officer up to needless administrative issues.  The policy may also force officers into 

carrying at inappropriate times, perhaps while swinging to and fro on an amusement park ride or while in a 

gym or swim park—a  quick glance at most swim suits also so a surprising lack of places to stash a pistol.  The 

safe storage of a firearm when away from home or work during times when an officer cannot keep it on their 

person would then also require a policy.  This all seems a bit much. 

Perhaps a better solution would come in the form of an “if” policy.  If the officer decides to carry a pistol off 

duty, then the policy outlines safe storage, handling, behavior, identification, and arrest requirements.  This 

enables the officer to utilize critical thinking skills to ensure appropriate action based on the scenario in which 

they find themselves.  Thus a quick trip to the store, where they can maintain possession of the pistol on their 

person throughout, would warrant them to carry.  A trip to get baptized by submersion, maybe not.   

Carrying a pistol off duty, as long as it is legal within the State concerned, is no more of a risk than carrying it 

at any other time.  The risk comes from the action an officer decides to take while off duty.  Therein is where 

the enforcement agency needs to apply its resources; to identify the risks associated with acting or not, 

provide realistic training scenarios, and give meaningful insight and dialogue to proper tactics for the officers 

concerned.  Agencies that exercise primary response duties will see off duty officers carrying firearms as a 

benefit.  Agencies that do not normally provide immediate response to crisis situations may want to use 

stricter guidelines as a matter of course (Baganz).   

The answers will be different with each agency.  Here in Fort Worth, an officer may carry off duty if they 

choose, and most choose to do so.  The department provides the training and policy necessary for this to be 

done so in a manner that aids in accomplishing the departments overall mission; especial its first responder 

mission during violent incidents.   
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